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a b s t r a c t

Temporal GIS has rapidly moved from concepts and methods that took its inspiration
based on theories largely developed in a data-poor setting, to a situation where tools and
theories are needed for large, individual-level, spatio-temporally detailed data sets. We
present work to develop a rich data base on choreographic information and use it as a test-
bed for existing geovisual approaches to temporal data. Our visual analysis demonstrates
the ability of linked, multivariate displays to pull out distinct differences and similarities in
activity patterns and temporal clustering. We also include illustrative animations that
identify some practical limitations of existing exploratory software in dealing with large
volumes of spatio-temporal data.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Investigation of phenomena that involves space, time, and multiple other attributes has been the hallmark of geographic
analysis including many efforts to formulate general analytical frameworks (c.f. Berry, 1962; Miller, 2005; Peuquet, 1994;
Sinton, 1978). Initially, spatio-temporal data were fairly detailed at a spatial level but less so at a temporal and attribute
level, e.g. multiple satellite imagery from different times and travel-diary data. Lately though, with the increase of location-
aware technology and open portals for volunteered spatial information (Goodchild, 2007), this situation has changed so that
we now face ever-larger data sets with individual-based records at a very high spatial and temporal resolution (Laube, Imfeld,
& Weibel, 2005; Scharl & Tochtermann, 2007). Such data sets might include GPS data tracking of individuals, vehicles, cell-
phone records, credit-card transactions, and so forth. With the promise of massive spatio-temporal data, the effective
representation, analysis, and visualization of these datasets will pose major challenges for researchers and practitioners alike
(e.g. Miller, 2005; Shaw, Yu, & Bombom, 2008; Yu, 2008).

Many existing works have addressed individual behaviors in urban environments in measureable ways (c.f. Batty, 2005;
Castle & Crooks, 2006; Crooks, 2008; Hoogendoorn & Bovy, 2004; Li, 2004). And several theoretical frameworks have been
proposed (c.f. Hornsby & Egenhofer, 2002; Worboys, 2005; Worboys & Duckham, 2006). In this context, theoretical and
methodological development would be well served by controlled, spatio-temporal benchmark data sets that provide both
raw data and reference interpretations for algorithmic performance, accuracy, or ‘discovery’ of patterns in individual
movements, such that e.g. pattern-detection algorithms can verify findings against some ground-truth reference. To that end
x: þ1 614 292 6213.
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we go beyond traditional geographic data and look at dance and choreography as a source for insights into large, individual-
level, spatio-temporal data.

Space-time geography and dance

Dance is the connection of multiple sets of choreography, and it is about moving between positions, not maintaining the
positions but defining connective space (William Forsythe, personal communication). Many existing works have recognized
relationships between everyday space-time geography and dance. Korolija Fontana-Giusti (2005) used a concept of “urban
choreography” to map “topology, texture, and temporality” of people’s motions in urban space such as flows of pedestrians
and cars. In urban environments, the street could be viewed as a type of stage for pedestrians and each individual is a dancer
as well (Fatah gen. Schieck &Mottram, 2007;Merrifield,1997). Similarly, dancemay help to understand events in society such
as pedestrian movement in everyday life as well as research of social science since the dance plays space, time, and dynamics
in a “social scene” (Blumenfeld-Jones, 2008). Analytical approaches to dance also contribute to better understand space
(Forsythe, 1999; Gavrilou, 2003; Lee et al., 2007; Qian et al., 2006; Schaffer, Stern, & Kim, 2001; Thrift & Dewsbury, 2000).

Furthermore, many artists utilize real life as an inspiration for art. For example, dancers can adopt pedestrians’movements
and ordinary people’s task-oriented behaviors to create choreography (Foster, 2002). Fatah gen. Schieck and Mottram (2007)
gathered data of pedestrian movements in an urban space using human eyes and a Bluetooth scanner to create maps and to
understand interactions between pedestrians and their surroundings. In “The Choreography of Everyday Movement” Rueb
(2002) represented traces of ordinary people in everyday life using GPS where the daily traces of people can be consid-
ered as “daily dances” as well as “sociopolitical and poetic” behavior patterns. These daily performances become art pieces
themselves when represented as abstract lines and dots (Lichty, 2003), and “street choreography” could be represented as
“street ballets” which shows the spatio-temporal characteristics of “complexity” in everyday life (Merrifield, 1997).

The existing studies introduced above illustrate how either geography or choreography seek to understand the urban
environment. Clearly, dance may help a geographer to understand urban life, social events on streets, and ordinary people’s
daily space-time paths may stimulate imagination of a choreographer.

To understand dance in spatio-temporal analysis, these works can indicate that a multivariate dataset indexed by space
and time can be handled by simply adding the space and time components as extra variables in the database. Then, explo-
ration can be done using dynamic graphical procedures to explore high-dimensional datasets for structure. However, this
belies the special role of space (the “where” question) and time (the “when” question) in answering the “why” question.

Visual analysis and statistical counterpoint

Recent frameworks for geovisualization (Anselin, Syabri, & Kho, 2006; MacEachren, Wachowicz, Edsall, Haug, & Masters,
1999) and geovisual analytics (Andrienko et al., 2007) have been suggested as viable tools for exploration, analysis, hypothesis
generation, and knowledge construction from large multivariate data sets. For instance, there are several existing software
packages for statistical summary and knowledge discovery such as SAS (http://www.sas.com), or SPSS (http://www.spss.
com), and GGobi (Swayne, Langb, Bujac, & Cook, 2003), GeoVISTA Studio (Gahegan, Takatsuka, Wheeler, & Hardisty, 2002),
or OLAP (On-line Analytical Processing; Codd, Codd, & Salley, 1993). Several authors have also demonstrated advantages of
using visualization for spatial data mining (Deligiannidis et al., 2008; Kraak, 2003; Kwan, 2000).

A key component in our analysis is the link to space and time such that linked-brushing capability e for example, cor-
responding records in the space variable and the time variable can be brushed simultaneously e can suggest hypotheses
about how the choreographer has used differentmovements and dancers (either deliberately or intuitively) during the dance.
It may be possible to look at such an object and see the choreographer’s “signature”, in a similar way that one can recognize
authors from their word-length distributions (e.g. Thisted & Efron, 1987). Such hypotheses show how the visual displays can
transition from an exploratory data-analysis to a confirmatory data-analysis. The former suggests questions and the latter
confirms their validity. We shall defer further discussion of this until Section 4.

In that spirit, we report here on a project, The Synchronous Objects project (http://synchronousobjects.osu.edu) that
investigates the employment of spatial-analytical methods on a movement data set generated from detailed collection and
interpretation of a choreographed dance piece. The objectives of the paper include: 1) to demonstrate usefulness of visu-
alization techniques with incorporation of spatio-temporal data and 2) to provide an innovative application of time-
geography study using existing standard techniques on a novel data set of dance.

Data and method description

Background on the synchronous objects project

The Synchronous Objects project was developed at the Ohio State University’s Advanced Computing Center for the Arts
and Design (ACCAD). One of the goals of the project is to explore the possibilities for placing dance at the center of cross-
disciplinary research to serve as a departure point for new research and creativity. The process of the project flows from
dance to data and then to objects, and it began by testing the possibilities of collaboration with multi-disciplines among
which geography and statistics, as featured in this paper, provided fruitful outcomes.

http://www.sas.com
http://www.spss.com
http://www.spss.com
http://synchronousobjects.osu.edu
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The dance, “One Flat Thing, reproduced” (OFTr) is an ensemble dance, choreographed byWilliam Forsythe, that examines
and reconfigures classical choreographic principles of “counterpoint” e “a field of action in which the intermittent and
irregular coincidence of attributes produces an ordered interplay” (William Forsythe, personal communication) e.g. different
motions performed by dancers simultaneously.

This definition makes the concept of counterpoint strikingly analogous to several central concepts in Time Geography, in
particular the idea of “project” (Hägerstrand, 1982) which relates to actions that form sequences of efforts aiming at specific
goals. In addition, it also resonates with Allan Pred’s observation that Time Geography at a secondary level is concerned with
“.observing and analyzing the ceaseless matching process, or pairing-up ballet that is played out between the ‘population’
and ‘activity’ systems.” (Pred,1977). These aspects of Time Geography remain some of the hardest to address, partly because
of the lack of data on the details of interaction between individuals and their activities. In this workwe seek to employ spatial-
analytical methods and reasoning to empirical choreographic matter in order to reveal some structures that usually remain
hidden in dance for untrained eyes.

As outlined on the project website, three structural systems in OFTr interactively create the counterpoint of the dance:
movement material, cueing, and alignments.

� Movement material: The dance is composed of fixed movement material with some instances of structured improvisation.
While there is no set terminology, the dancers often refer to the different segments of fixedmovement as “themes”. A total
of 25 main themes are repeated and recombined over the dance in both full and partial forms and a geographer might
think of these as different activities that exhibit a particular space-time pattern. In addition to the themes, there is a set of
improvisation tasks in the dance that ask dancers to translate specific properties of other performers’ motions into their
own. The dancers observe each other and make these translations simultaneously, producing different results in each
performance.

� Cueing: The “cue” means particular signals between dancers to perform certain pre-defined motions. The cues play a role
of an “internal clock” that helps the dancers determine the timing and flow of the dance. There are more than 200 cues in
OFTr (Forsythe & Zuniga-Shaw, 2009). Specifically, the cues consist of “cue-giving” and “cue-receiving”motions. In OFTr, all
dancers perform cue-giving and/or cue-receiving at some point and a dancer can be both a cue-giver and a cue-receiver at
the same moment. This notion is of particular interest from geographic perspective, as it can be thought of as different
types of spatial interaction between individuals and groups. Such interactions are particularly problematic to capture in
geographic studies, and they are often absent in e.g. most existing travel-diary data.

� Alignments: the term, developed by the Forsythe Company, means a system of relationships and is essential to the
counterpoint in OFTr. Alignments are short instances of synchronization between dancers in which their actions share
some of the attributes. It can be recognized when a dancer briefly joins with another individual or group with the actions
such as analogous body shapes, timings, or directional flows. In OFTr there are approximately 200 alignments (Forsythe &
Zuniga-Shaw, 2009). There are some existing studies of geographic alignments using exploratory data approaches. Huang,
Chen, and Dong (2008) proposed a concept of the “herd” to model spatio-temporal patterns and interactions of
dynamically moving group entities using visualization. Laube and colleagues developed a novel data-mining algorithm to
capture the “relative motion” (REMO) of empirical moving objects (Laube & Imfeld, 2002; Laube et al., 2005) identifying
shared behaviors among moving objects such as “constancy”, “concurrence”, “change”, and “trend-setter”.

The process of coding OFTr into a database started from a creative dialogue between the choreographer and the dancers
over three years. Eventually, the project team devised methods for quantifying the qualitative material into the database and
re-expressing it as visual objects. This effort produced two key sets of data: spatial data taken from source video of the dance
and attribute data gleaned from dancer accounts.
Spatial and temporal data coding

The goal in gathering spatial and attribute data of the dancewas to discover patterns that could help to understand and re-
express the choreography in different ways. Often, quantification of qualitative data requires a reductive process that
necessarily obscures certain aspects of knowledge (e.g. performance quality and kinesthetic awareness) to reveal others such
as choreographic structure. For this paper, we specifically drew from the methodologies of geography and spatial statistics.

The source video of the OFTr is 15 min and 30 s long, and the video was captured from three orthogonal views of the stage.
This allowed for encoding the position of each dancer in three spatial dimensions, x, y, and z, at each point in time using
increments of 40 ms. Location coordinates of the dancers were generated by manual tracking of each dancer using both the
top and front views of the source video; see the image stills in Fig. 1. A three-dimensional data point for each dancer’s location
at every moment of the dance was created by the project team by combining the coordinates from the three views.
Attribute data coding

The spatio-temporal dataset of the dance was supplemented by coding particular actions, movement patterns, and
interactions between the dancers. The coding started from recording the dancers’ first-hand accounts of when they gave or



Fig. 1. (a) Top view and (b) front view: video stills from One Flat Thing, reproduced, by William Forsythe. Film directed by Thierry de Mey and Produced by MK2,
2000.
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received a cue, what alignments or improvisation they performed, and what themes they were performing in every second
of the dance. When dancers’ accounts differed, a determination was based on supplementary data such as video obser-
vations and conversations. The dataset includes attributes on the movement material, cues, and alignments as follows:

� Time: A time unit for each record is 40 ms from the start to the end of the dance.
� Dancer: Each record has the name of the dancer recorded in nominal form. There are seventeen dancers in total.
� Cue giving and cue receiving: Cues were recorded as a binary attribute, as present/absent, but were transformed into an

ordinal number to represent their temporal order. Since cues can be received and given simultaneously, the cues given and
the cues received are separate attributes. Each cue has at least one giver and one receiver, and the ordinal number also acts
as an identifier of communications between the dancers. The original database also includes notes of any performative
nuances accounted by the dancers.

� Theme: the project team recorded each theme by name and its duration. In the database they are coded as ordinal numbers
based on when they first appeared in the source video.

� Alignment: The entire system of alignments was not quantified in the attribute data as it is based more on observation and
Forsythe’s choreographic eye than on dancers’ accounts. There is a subset of alignments, the sync-ups that the dancerswere
aware of because they had been instructed to insert a specific alignment at a much precise moment than ordinary align-
ments. Because they were contained in the dancers’ first-hand accounts, the sync-ups are quantified in the attribute data.

� Improvisation: The presence of improvisation is simply coded in a binary fashion; present or absent (null).
Data consolidation

Our needs for exploratory analysis, available software, and the particular character of individualelevel activity data led us
to settle for a straightforward flat, fully-crossed, tabular structure in which each record represents the state of all attributes
(spatial and non-spatial) for one dancer at one point in time. Thus, in the final database, we have a 9-dimensional dataset with
396,450 records. Each record contains observations for each dancer on the variables e time, dancer’s name, cue giving, cue
receiving, alignment, improvisation, theme, x-axis, and y-axise in space and time. For example, if a dancer was giving a cue at
a particular time the “Cue Giving” variable of the corresponding record in the database shows “1”, the values of the “x” and “y”
variables of the record show the spatial location on the stage of the dancer at the moment. This leads to a large number of
redundant records, particularly for objects (dancers) that are off-stage and thus have null values for all attributes except the
on-stage records. While redundancy can be a negative thing, in this case it allowed us to develop a carefully designed
configuration of exploratory displays that help to identify spatial and/or temporal patterns and clusters, and patterns of
particular individual activities.

Exploratory visual analysis software

Many authors have followed a straightforward extension of three-dimensional space to model space-time as a four-
dimensional hypervolume, often limited to a 3-D space-time cube, with time along the z-axis. However, many authors
have recognized the problems associated with this approach for large, multivariate, spatio-temporal data sets (Kang & Scott,
2008; Ren & Kwan, 2007). Most notably, it is hard to include several attributes together in the space-time cube, and evenwith
relatively modest amounts of data the individual space-time paths tend to tangle up and make for an unclear view. Some
approaches to overcome these issues suggest the use of aggregated or otherwise generalized summaries (Forer & Huisman,
2000; Mountain, 2005).

In our work the fully-crossed database table includes 396,450 records with x and y spatial coordinates, time stamp, and six
attributes. We experimented with some available interactive-geovisualization software but frequently ran into performance
issues so it was difficult to find the desired overlap of analytical methods and robust support for a large dataset. For example,
while software such as GeoVISTA Studio and GeoDA have many attractive features that particularly address geospatial data,
neither of these was fully capable of handling the large data volume that we were looking at for our exploratory analysis. On
the other hand, ArcGIS can handle and display the data well but provides limited support for interactive visual analysis. As
a way to remedy this situationwe decided to reduce the temporal resolution from 40-ms to 1-s, bringing down the number of
records to 15,858. While this size was far moremanageable several software packages still had performance issues. In the end
we decided to use the software GGobi (http://www.ggobi.org), and some of the factors that led to the choice of GGobi are
worth mentioning. First, GGobi could handle visual analysis of the data including brushing on Parallel Coordinates (PC) plots
and scatterplots easily, albeit with a notable lag after brushing. Second, GGobi is free, public-domain software available for
downloading from its website. In addition, it offers added possibilities for more complicated statistical analysis through links
to the R software environment (http://www.r-project.org/) using one of the existing R packages, “rggobi”.

Exploratory visual analysis methods

The constellation of tools we use in our presentations is a result of extensive experimentation with spatial and temporal
aggregations of the data in search of informative displays that would allow for interactive filtering and conditioning on given

http://www.ggobi.org
http://www.r-project.org/
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variables. We were looking for visible patterns of the encoded activities to emerge and help with interpretation and
communication between dancers, choreographer, and the general public. The most useful set of tools turned out to be
a collection of linked displays that allowed for interactive brushing. Every view in our dynamical graphic involves flat
diagrams on a two-dimensional surface. Three-dimensional perspectives were a possible alternative to represent space-time
in the popular “aquarium”-view, but we have chosen not to do this tomaintain the easy interpretation of the data throughout
the displays. One main drawback with aquarium-views on a regular screen display is that it either does not visualize
a dimension if it is rendered orthogonal to the current view, or it introduces distortions due to a perspective view. Instead, we
incorporated time in every part of the visualization by using sequential shades of colors. In this way, the temporal interactions
can not only be seen in the spatial view, but in all parts of the parallel coordinates plot. We also introduced redundancy in our
configuration of displays, in that time is featured in the linked temporal view and it has also been used as one of the parallel
coordinates. This was done deliberately to aid in the interpretation and to provide independent checks of temporal patterns
observed.

Three basic views of the dance are shown in the following: a multivariate view, a spatial view, and a temporal view.

Multivariate attribute view e parallel coordinates (PC) plot
The PC plot is one of the few visual displays that allow for effective exploration of relationships between many attribute

dimensions (MacEachren et al., 1999). With this tool we display the non-spatial attributes: Time, Cue Giving, Dancer Name,
Cue Receiving, Theme, Alignment, and Improvisation. Lines connect attribute values of each record representing one dancer’s
activity at one point in time.

Spatial view e scatterplot maps
To provide a spatially centered view, several scatterplots were generated that display locations of dancers’ activities related

to Theme, Alignment, Cues, and Improvisation. These are essentially dot-density maps of the dance floor, since the axes of
these scatter plots take the x and y coordinates of the dots on the spatial and temporal views and link them to the lines shown
in the PC plot. The use of this technique allows for simultaneous visualization of quantity and density (Coulson,1990). The use
of several “maps” follows a “small multiples” approach (Bertin, 1983), to represent multivariate attributes.

Temporal view e scatterplot diagram
A time-centered view is created by one more scatterplot that forms a time-line relative to one of the dimensions of the PC

plot, the theme attribute. For example, a scatterplot diagram can show when a cue was given in the dance.
Developing animations of brushing on variables

From an analyst’s perspective, the interactive interface offered by GGobi and other similar toolkits is obviously useful for
data exploration and visualization. However, we often face issues such as hardware restrictions and different user abilities.
This is why we also developed visualizations of the displays, including brushing on the data, as a stand-alone video animation
that can work with fairly basic computing skills and ordinary hardware. For these animations, we chose to brush on the time
variable as a dynamic component in order to illustrate how some of the spatio-temporal patterns of the dance can be
captured. We made two animations; one includes a “large” brushing that compresses the entire dance to a 25-s movie, and
another shows a “small” brushing of the last 80 s of the dance compressed to 40 s to illustrate patterns at smaller temporal
units.

To produce the large-brushing animation, we screen-captured 19 sequential images of the GGobi graphic layout as used for
the other figures in Section 3. This sequence of images shows a 60-s wide brush moving from the beginning of the time
variable to the end, and consequently visualizes spatio-temporal patterns of the dancers, cues, themes, alignments, and
improvisations. Similarly, 81 sequential images of the GGobi GUI were captured for the small-brushing animation, to illustrate
the short-term patterns during the last 80 s of the dance.

After the screen capture, each image was post-processed using graphic software to add labels and necessary graphic edits
that were not supported by the GGobi GUI. Movies of the two image sequences were created in movie-making software using
the 19 large-brushing images with 3-s duration for the each image, and the 82 small-brushing images with 1-s duration for
each image.

Results

In this section, we present an extract of the results from our visual analysis, starting with brushing on each dancer (Fig. 2)
and on each theme (Fig. 3), here presented using static images. We then continue to a temporal analysis (Fig. 4), using both
static images and animation movies of the brushing. In Figs. 2e4, the plots show all the data using one PC plot and five
scatterplots that are linked together by the underlying records of the database.

In all plots sequential colors of green were chosen to reflect the amount of time elapsed during the dance; the darker the
green, the more time has elapsed. Also, a solid color of orange was used to visualize the records being brushed. We have an
“activity counter” at the top of the variable being brushed in the PC plot, to quantify what is being observed.



Fig. 2. Examples of brushing on two dancers: (a) Dana and (b) Fabrice.
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Fig. 3. Examples of brushing on two themes: (a) Theme #5 and (b) Theme #13.
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Fig. 4. An example image of large brushing on time throughout the entire dance. This still shows brushing of approximately a 1-min unit during the 14e15th
minutes of the dance.
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Brushing on dancer

In Fig. 2, the brushed lines and points in orange highlight each dancer’s activities during the entire dance. Amajority of the
17 dancers had similar numbers of recorded activity, ranging from 925 to 949 events. However, the visual analysis highlighted
that some dancers had different spatial patterns of theme, alignment, cue, and improvisation activities. Among the dancers,
we selected Dana (Fig. 2a) and Fabrice (Fig. 2b) to illustrate some of these different spatial patterns.

The Multivariate View in Fig. 2a shows that Dana performed cue-receiving, theme, and alignment occurring most of the
time throughout the dance. For instance, she gave certain cues but received most of the cues during the dance. In addition,
some cues Dana received were also associated with Theme, Alignment, and Improvisatione i.e., the upper-highlighted line of
Theme #13 is linked in the Cue Receiving, Align, and Improv columns. The PCP and the brushing technique are useful to show
such relationships between multiple variables in the dataset. The four Spatial Views show the different spatial patterns of
Dana’s activities for each variable. For example, in the Theme view, most of her activities are clustered in the middle and
lower-left areas on the stage. However, in the Improvisation view, the brushed points are mainly clustered on the middle-left
areas.

Fabrice’s activities, in Fig. 2b, present larger difference in terms of the spatial pattern than Dana’s. For example, the Theme
view shows more observations in the lower-right and middle areas, whereas the Improvisation view shows fewer obser-
vations on the stage. Additionally, comparison between the Temporal Views in Fig. 2a and b shows that the two dancers
performed different themes at different times. In general, the two dancers showed many differences in terms of the variety
and spatial patterns of the four activities, and these were hard to be recognized even by the choreographer before this study.
And it is certainly a type of pattern that would be valuable to pick up in similar analysis of a geographic data set.

Brushing on theme

Among the several themes we selected theme #5 (Fig. 3a) and theme #13 (Fig. 3b) for these illustrations, since they
showed clear differences in their spatial patterns. Each view in Fig. 3a shows that the theme #5 was generally performed in
the middle area of the stage. The brushed observations in the Improvisation view indicate that only a small number among
them are both theme and improvisation activities.

In contrast, each view in Fig. 3b shows different spatial patterns from Fig. 3a. For example, the Theme view shows how the
theme #13 is regularly clustered, often located behind the tables. The Alignment view demonstrates a similar grid pattern of
the clusters, while the Cue view has a more scattered pattern of the brushed observations, both with a smaller number of
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occurrence. Also, from gaps in the sequence of orange intervals in the Temporal views of Fig. 3, we can see that there were
times in the dancewhen no themeswere performed at all. These gaps also appear to be longer in themiddle of the dance than
at the beginning or the end.

Brushing on time

We give two examples of brushing on time: Large brushing throughout the entire dance and Small brushing for the
last 80 s.

Large brushing on the time variable
In theMultivariate View in Fig. 4, 952 records are highlightede or brushede in total indicating that all dancers performed.

The Cue Giving, Cue Receiving, and Alignment variables show similar patterns of clustering since they were numbered based
on a sequential order of appearance. The four Spatial Views show different patterns of brushing. For example, the Theme view
shows brushed clusters in the lower-middle/right areas whereas the Improvisation view shows them in upper areas. The
brushed points are scattered in both the Alignment view and the Cue view. However, the Alignment view shows more
scattered pattern to the upper area than the Cue view. The animationmovie of the large brushing can be played by clicking on
the Fig. 4. The animation shows how the spatio-temporal patterns of the Theme, Alignment, Cue, and Improvisation of the
dance change during most part of the performance.

Small brushing on the time variable
In the Multivariate view in Fig. 5, 17 records were brushed in total indicating all dancers performed at that time. Brushed

records in the Cue Giving variable show that only one dancer, Amancio, was giving a cue e Cue #642 e to the rest of the
dancers. The four Spatial Views all show different patterns of the brushing in terms of the size and location of the clusters. The
animation movie of the small brushing can be played by clicking on the Fig. 5. The animation shows how the spatio-temporal
patterns of Theme, Alignment, Cue, and Improvisation were different among the dancers during the last 80 s.

Discussion and conclusion

In the suggested animations in Figs. 4 and 5, the viewer can only manipulate the animation player to stop, pause, play,
rewind, or play in loop. However, the exploratory analysis of the data is best viewed as a dynamic animation, where the
Fig. 5. An example image of the small brushing on time during the last 80 s of the dance. This still shows brushing of approximately a 1-s unit in the 15th minutes
of the dance.
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dynamics are not necessarily derived from the time coordinate. Interactivity is the key to discover the dynamics from the
multiple displays by brushing the patterns.

Our study serves both as an example of expanding the application boundaries for temporal GIS into somewhat uncon-
ventional domains, and as a litmus test of howwell existing analytical tools can deal with large and complex data sets. One of
the most surprising findings in this study was that much of the available software for exploratory analysis of large data sets
had difficulty in handling our data set. Clearly, with evenmoremassive data, wewould stress the need for tools that scalewell
with data size.

During our analysis we encountered a few restrictions of the software that, if they could be resolved, would have improved
on its functionality. GGobi does not provide support for built-in rendering of an animated PC plot, something we tried to
develop but ended up constructing through a series of still images as described in Section 3.3. The restricted color palette,
limited support for resizing of the plots, and inability to save settings of the GUI are other notable drawbacks.

In summary, the way the qualitative source data e the dance video e was encoded to the fully-crossed database and the
use of a simple, but carefully arranged, set of its visual displays, allowed us to gain insights into many activity patterns and
sequences of activities in the choreography. Questions about spatial tendencies, dispersions, distribution patterns, and
associations abound in applied geography, and various geostatistical approaches can be used to find relationships between
sets of points in terms of spatial distributions (c.f. Myint, 2008). In our present study we found examples of spatio-temporal
patterns that, on a general level, are of interest to geographers. For example, we could visually identify varying degrees of
clustering for certain types of activity when we compared the different actors (dancers). We saw examples of not just
clustering but second-order patterns in some of the activities, e.g. Fig. 3b. This has implications for other applications where
we see increased access to longer time series data such as the study by Saizen et al. (in press) who explored spatial changes in
livestock populations using local autocorrelation indicators. Small multiple maps were feasible in their study when only a few
(four) temporal intervals were compared. But, it is not unlikely that data can be acquired on an annual basis and a study over
10 or more years will potentially be more approachable using our suggested methodology. Furthermore, the approach
presented in this paper could be applied to various studies of individual object level data at various scales, from street and zip-
code level statistics on sex offenders (Grubesic, 2010) to continental scale comparison of typhoon tracks (Terry & Feng, in
press). Another important application area is the analysis of space-time interaction and an illustrative example of that is
provided by Jelinski, Krueger, and Duffus (2002). They analyzed spatial data of 314 vessel-whale encounters by examining
relationships between vessels and whales in terms of directional movement pattern, orientation, alignment, speed, spacing,
and behavior. These types of studies might benefit greatly from using an exploratory approach similar to the one demon-
strated in our paper. Here, wewould like to stress that a good exploratory-analytic tool should result in hypothesis generation.
The null hypothesis is a “status quo” hypothesis which can be tested using a test-statistic whose sampling distribution is
required. That determination can be made analytically or through simulation; in complex problems such as the one here,
simulation is the more likely route. Andresen (2009) demonstrated a nonparametric Monte Carlo approach to measure the
degree of similarity betweenpoint patterns and identified the potential of themodifiable areal unit problem to cause different
results. For example, if the fully-crossed database table would uses longer time units e e.g. a 10-s unit e then the brushing
might give different spatio-temporal patterns of dancers’movements than the results presented in this study. Kornak, Irwin,
and Cressie (2006) show how changes in spatial patterns can be tested rigorously through simulation, and they derive both
the significance level and the power of the tests. A similar approach here would yield confirmation of hypotheses about the
dance generated by the project team.

In terms of dealing with the qualitative data, the way of encoding the data to the database restricted the patterns that
emerged in this study, since there are many questions remaining to be answered in our continuing development of the study.
For example, how could we devise effective methods that identify themes (activities) based on the spatio-temporal data?
While we demonstrated that geovisualization can provide some clues, existing spatio-temporal data-mining methods may
help to identify particular ’themes’ of activity patterns. For instance “convergence” of moving objects at a certain location can
be shown (Laube & Imfeld, 2002; Laube et al., 2005), and trajectory semantics can be dealt with (Alvares et al., 2007; Hornsby
& Cole, 2007). These studies provide interesting approaches when data volumes become excessively large by removing
unwanted aspects of the data and providing a rich descriptive language for movement of the objects.

Again, we believe that large, well-annotated data sets such as the one presented here will be instrumental for research in
that direction.

Appendix. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.apgeog.2010.03.006
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